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Introduction 

The pollution of organic solvents in a low permeability fractured media such as clay till poses a serious 

threat to groundwater quality [1]. Its field characterization and model prediction of its behavior is difficult 

owing to the intrinsic highly heterogenous geology of these materials. The fracture network acts as a main 

channel for DNAPL infiltration as the low permeable clay allows limited infiltration [2]. However, the 

water held in the clay due to capillary pressure enables dissolution and diffusion of DNAPL in the matrix. 

The primary objective of this study is to model the release of tetrachloroethylene (PCE) from fractured-

clay system to the underlying aquifer to decipher which processes are driving water pollution through time. 

Model description 

A dual porosity single permeability two-phase flow model is developed to study the fate of PCE in 

subsurface. The model geometry represents two domains; vadose zone having fracture network and 

impermeable matrix both underlain by a sandy aquifer. Brooks Corey relationship was used for defining 

capillary pressure and relative permeability as function of fluid saturation [3]. The model was developed 

on COMSOL software having pressure of water and saturation of water as state variables. The two-phase 

flow formulation has been verified with published benchmark [4]. 

Results 

The results show that the free phase of PCE displaces the water in both vertical and connecting horizontal 

fractures before it settles at the bottom of aquifer. Even after the contaminant source is removed from the 

surface, PCE phase remains intact at the dead-end fractures which gradually gets dissolved and diffused in 

the matrix. At later stage, back-diffusion occurs, which causes persistence of the contaminant release to the 

aquifer. The aquifer is further at risk of contamination due to the presence of PCE phase at topographical 

traps occurring at the bottom of aquifer. The sensitivity analysis shows that the fracture distribution and 

fracture aperture significantly controls the dynamics of PCE in the subsurface.  

 

 

Figure 1: Model prediction of PCE distribution at the dead-end fractures and diffusion in the matrix after 

1.6 days. The contaminant resting at the top and bottom of aquifer is transported with groundwater flow. 
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